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About Jo & Including Cake

I’m the plant-based foodie, wellness coach and recipe developer behind Including Cake. I’m based in the UK. When I first transitioned to
a plant based whole-food lifestyle back in 2011, I was determined ‘not to give up the cake’ and so my blog was born. When my passion
for plant based whole-foods and my growth in physical and mental health increased, I completed a Certificate in Plant Based Nutrition.
This furthered my desire to empower others in reaching their optimal heath and I qualified as Holistic Health Coach with the Institute of
Integrative Nutrition. I work with clients in both food and life coaching capacities. I also own the health food business Wholeplus.com
Including Cake is a plant based nutrition and mindset blog, I work with companies who share my passion for wellbeing via recipe
development, photography and sponsored posts. I’m open to collaborative ideas that help spread the health and wellness message.
Including Cake has been featured on The Kitchn, BuzzFeed, Huffington Post and WellToDo London. Also in Vegan Life Magazine
and Thrive Magazine amongst other digital and print publications and regularly appears on sites such as FoodGawker and
TasteSpotting. In 2016 I was a finalist in PETA UK’s Great Vegan Bake-Off.

Services

Bespoke Recipe Development
Sponsored Recipe Posts and Guest Posts
Product Promotion (Giveaways and Reviews)
Food and Product Photography
Other ideas... I’m open to discuss!
Please enquire for current rates

Audience

Although Including Cake is a plant
based health and mindset blog, I have
a wide range of readers, from vegans
to those with intollerances and meateaters simply looking to improve their
health and lifestyle. My readers and
clients don’t mind paying a little more
to eat healthily and look for products
that will improve their life.

Reach

Facebook Fans: 3,400
Instagram Followers: 1,800
Pinterest Followers: 2,200
Twitter Followers: 1,050

81% of readers are women
18% are between 18-24
33% are between 25-34
18% are between 35-44
18% From the UK
41% From the USA
(Source: Google Analytics)

Monthly Page views: 12,500+
Monthly Unique Visitors: 6,500+
DA: 34
PA: 44

“Jo has such a enthusiastic and inspirational way for how you can be creative with food. After going on one
of her workshops, not only did I create some amazing treats but it has really inspired me to be so much more
creative with my own recipes. You’ll be inspired by Jo’s guidance”. - Sonia Grover - The Soul Coach

Example Past Brand Collaborations:

